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New USOC Sponsor 
 
The U.S. Olympic Committee says the addition of new sponsor Citi shows how improved relations 
with broadcaster NBC is attractive to new sponsors.  
 
Speaking to Around the Rings, Patrick Sandusky, Chief Communications Officer for the USOC 
says “since day one [USOC CEO Scott Blackmun] has made it a top priority to have a great 
relationship with our broadcast partner and has tried to find new and creative ways to engage 
potential sponsors in their support of the Olympic Movement and this is a great example of both.”  
 
Two years ago, the relationship between the USOC and NBC could be described as tense. 
However, since joining the USOC, Blackmun has worked to improve relations with the broadcast 
giant.  
 
Citi, a global financial services company, will have rights to corporate and investment banking, 
retail banking and commercial banking. The company has more than 200 million customer 
accounts.  
 
Sandusky described the sponsorship as “an integrated partnership with NBC and the USOC”.  
 
“This is now an opportunity for a sponsor to make one decision, they’re going to be all-in from 
now until the Olympic Games in terms of unified marketing, advertising, on-line presence and that 
helps the Olympic brand even more in the U.S. when a company like Citi comes on board.”  
 
Part of the sponsorship includes advertising time on NBC.  
 
Citi’s Executive Vice President for Global Public Affairs Ed Skyler tells ATR the company was 
happy to join the Olympic Movement.  
 
“2012 is our 200th anniversary and as America’s global bank, it is a great opportunity for us to 
express our gratitude for the support we’ve had from the American people. 
 
“We will take from this the satisfaction of supporting our Olympic athletes as they compete and 
strive for excellence which is something we do everyday.”  
 
He added “it is a very special deal and one we feel our 100,000 employees will feel very proud 
of.”  
 
The agreement was announced Thursday in a statement. Negotiations began four months ago 
and a deal was finalized Wednesday.  
 
As is typical, no financial details of the deal are available but Sandusky said “it is a significant 
sponsorship and an important one”. 
 
Blackmun, along with USOC marketing chief Lisa Baird and Olympic marketing expert Rob 
Prazmark led negotiations.	  


